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Abstract
We address the typical strengths of hadronic parity-violating three-nucleon inter-
actions in “pion-less” Effective Field Theory in the nucleon-deuteron (iso-doublet) sys-
tem. By analysing the superficial degree of divergence of loop diagrams, we conclude
that no such interactions are needed at leading order, O(ǫQ−1). The only two distinct
parity-violating three-nucleon structures with one derivative mix 2S 1
2
and 2P 1
2
waves
with iso-spin transitions ∆I = 0 or 1. Due to their structure, they cannot absorb any
divergence ostensibly appearing at next-to-leading order, O(ǫQ0). This observation is
based on the approximate realisation of Wigner’s combined SU(4) spin-isospin sym-
metry in the two-nucleon system, even when effective-range corrections are included.
Parity-violating three-nucleon interactions thus only appear beyond next-to-leading or-
der. This guarantees renormalisability of the theory to that order without introducing
new, unknown coupling constants and allows the direct extraction of parity-violating
two-nucleon interactions from three-nucleon experiments.
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1 Introduction
An international effort is under way to map out the weak portion of the nuclear force at
low energies, stimulated in particular by the advancement of slow-neutron facilities such
as the SNS (Oak Ridge), NIST (Gaithersburg), ILL (Grenoble), PSI (Villingen), FRM-II
(Mu¨nchen). Experiments on few-nucleon systems provide an excellent opportunity to study
the weak interactions between free hadrons via parity-violating (PV) effects, see e.g. [1–3].
However, their interpretation requires adequate theoretical support: The consistency of
different data sets must carefully be checked in one model-independent framework in order
to account for the high complexity of such experiments which makes their systematic errors
difficult to assess; binding effects must be taken into account with reliable error-estimates;
and the PV interaction strengths must be extracted from PV observables using minimal
theoretical bias, with the long-term goal of relating them to the parameters of the Standard
Model, e.g. by lattice calculations [4].
These criteria are met by calculations in Effective Field Theories (EFTs). They describe
few-nucleon systems with a priori estimates of theoretical uncertainties. Of particular in-
terest to slow-neutron and other very-low energy facilities is the “pion-less” version EFT(π/)
in which the dynamical degrees of freedom are only nucleons, see e.g. [5,6] for recent reviews.
Its range of applicability is limited to momenta smaller than the pion mass mπ, i.e. energies
of up to a dozen MeV. This allows for a systematic expansion of all observables in a generic
low-momentum scale Q in units of this breakdown scale. For typical low momenta like
the inverse scattering lengths of the two-nucleon bound-states, γ ≈ 45 MeV, the expansion
parameter is usually found to be Q ≈ 1
[3...5]
. Since external momenta provide additional
scales, the expansion parameter grows when these are significantly larger than γ and finally
reaches unity for momenta of the order of the pion mass. In the parity-conserving (PC)
sector, calculations are routinely performed at next-to-next-to-leading order N2LO with
typical accuracies of . 4%. Another expansion parameter ǫ ≈ 10−6 is provided by the PV
strength relative to the PC one. EFT(π/) was first used in the PV sector in Ref. [7], with a
comprehensive description given in Ref. [3]. In the two-nucleon system, only 5 independent
PV parameters exist in the leading-order Lagrangean, O(ǫQ) [3, 8, 9]. They have to be
determined from experiment. No further PV 2N interactions enter at NLO, i.e. when one
power of Q is added. This allows one to compare data, subtract binding effects and extract
PV interactions model-independently with . 10% accuracy in NN observables, matching
the projected uncertainties of the most ambitious experiments.
However, the number of feasible low-energy experiments in the PV few-nucleon sector
is limited. A complete data set to determine the PV parameters will most likely include
observables with 3 and more nucleons, where e.g. neutron-neutron interactions are probed
without the need for free neutron targets. There are also indications of better PV signals in
light nuclei, like an increased neutron spin rotation in deuterium relative to hydrogen [10].
The extraction could be thwarted if parity-violating three-nucleon interactions (3NIs)
contribute at the & 10%-level, i.e. at LO or NLO in EFT(π/). A PV 3NI will enter at
some order as a manifestation of the interactions underlying EFT(π/). Since every PV 3NI
requires one additional experiment to determine its strength, its appearance at LO or NLO
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would exacerbate the problem of determining the PV 2NIs from few-nucleon data. In the
strong sector of EFT(π/), a parity-conserving 3NI is expected only at N2LO, O(Q0), but
already enters at LO, O(Q−2), because the anomalously large NN scattering lengths force
a non-trivial renormalisation. Only with a PC 3NI are observables insensitive to physics at
short distance scales. The PC 3NI strength is determined from one three-nucleon datum,
leading to the Phillips line [11] and Efimov effect [12]; see e.g. [5, 6] for reviews. Such a
non-perturbative renormalisation may interfere with PV 3NIs and promote them to lower
orders than simplistically expected.
We show that no PV 3NI enters at LO (O(ǫQ−1)) or NLO (O(ǫQ0)) in the nucleon-
deuteron system, the only 3N system which can be tested experimentally. We draw from
Ref. [13, 14], where the general method to determine the divergence structure of 3N amp-
litudes was presented. Section 2 briefly recalls those aspects of PC and PV EFT(π/) needed
here. We then proceed in two steps: Na¨ıve dimensional analysis in Sec. 3.1 shows that there
are no PV 3NIs at leading order. We then construct all PV 3NIs with only one derivative
in Sec. 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses which PV nucleon-deuteron scattering contributions arise
at NLO. In Sec. 3.4, we show that the constructed PV 3NIs do not match the structure
of possible divergences, so that no PV 3NIs exist even at NLO. A summary with potential
limitations and extensions of this work concludes the article.
2 Interactions and UV Limit
2.1 Parity-Conserving Part
In the parity-conserving three-nucleon sector of EFT(π/), we follow the conventions of
Ref. [15]. The pertinent pieces of the parity-conserving Lagrangean up to NLO are:
LPC =N †(i∂0 +
~∂2
2M
)N − y
[
di†t (N
TP itN) + H.c.
]
− y [dA†s (NTPAs N) + H.c.] (2.1)
+ di†t
[
∆t − c0t
(
i∂0 +
~∂2
4M
+
γ2t
M
)]
dit + d
A†
s
[
∆s − c0s
(
i∂0 +
~∂2
4M
+
γ2s
M
)]
dAs
+
y2M H0(Λ)
3Λ2
[
dit(σiN)− dAs (τAN)
]† [
dit(σiN)− dAs (τAN)
]
+ . . .
The nucleon field N has mass M . The spin-triplet and spin-singlet dibaryon fields dt and ds
are introduced as auxiliary fields with the quantum numbers of the corresponding S-wave
two-nucleon states to simplify calculations [16, 17]. With σi (τA) denoting Pauli matrices
in spin (iso-spin) space, P it =
1√
8
τ2σ2σi and P
A
s =
1√
8
τ2τAσ2 project the two-nucleon state
onto the 3S1 and
1S0 partial waves (in the notation
2S+1lJ , with S the spin, l the orbital
angular momentum and J the total angular momentum). The parity-conserving 2S 1
2
-wave
three-nucleon interaction in the last line has strength H0(Λ) which depends on a regulator
Λ, see below. We choose y2 = 4π/M ∼ Q0. The LO parameters ∆s/t are determined from
low-energy data, e.g. the poles of the NN S-wave amplitudes at iγs/t, and are the only terms
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of unnatural size, ∆s/t ∼ Q−1. The auxiliary-field propagators are at leading order:
Ds/t(q0, ~q) =
1
γs/t −
√
~q2
4
−Mq0 − iǫ
. (2.2)
The parameters c0s/t enter at NLO, determined for example by the effective ranges [15,18].
The Faddeev equations for the half-offshell amplitudes of nucleon-deuteron scattering
at LO in the lth partial wave before wave-function renormalisation were first derived by
Skorniakov and Ter-Martirosian [19]. Generalisation to full-offshell amplitudes is straight-
forward. The kinematics in the centre-of-mass system is specified in Fig. 1, with total
non-relativistic energy E; momentum ~k for the incoming deuteron; momentum ~p for the
outgoing one. The amplitude for half-offshell momenta p = |~p| is found by setting the
incoming leg on-shell, E = 3
~k2
4M
− γ2t
M
; the on-shell point is in addition at p = k. The
Figure 1: Three-nucleon scattering equation. Thick line: two-nucleon auxiliary-field propag-
ator Ds/t (
1S0/
3S1); thin line (K): propagator of the exchanged nucleon; H0: PC 3NI.
propagator of the exchanged nucleon, projected onto orbital angular momentum l, is
K(l)(E; q, p) := 1
2
1∫
−1
dcos θ
Pl(cos θ)
p2 + q2 −ME + pq cos θ =
(−1)l
pq
Ql
(
p2 + q2 −ME
pq
)
, (2.3)
with θ = ∠(~p; ~q) and Pl(z) (Ql(z)) the lth Legendre polynomial of the first (second) kind
with complex argument [20].
Two spin channels exist in the 3N system. The total spin S = 3
2
(quartet) channel only
receives contributions from combining the nucleon with the spin-triplet auxiliary field dt,
while both dt and the spin-singlet auxiliary field ds contribute in the S =
1
2
(doublet) channel.
With the two configurations dtN and dsN , it is convenient to follow Ref. [13,14, App. A.1]
in representing operators O by a 2× 2-matrix in the so-called cluster-decomposition space:
O = N †bβ
(
d†t,j, d
†
s,B
)(O(Ndt → Ndt)ji O(Nds → Ndt)jA
O(Ndt → Nds)Bi O(Nds → Nds)BA
)bβ
aα
(
dit
dAs
)
Naα . (2.4)
Operators thus act in the direct tensor-product space spin⊗ iso-spin⊗ cluster and carry
the following indices: vector i, j, iso-vector A,B, spinor α, β and iso-spinor a, b. The latter
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two will often be suppressed for convenience. The LO offshell amplitude t
(l)
q (E; k, p) ( 1 00 0 ) in
the spin-quartet channels is the solution to the integral equation
t(l)q (E; k, p) = −4π K(l)(E; k, p)+
2
π
Λ∫
0
dq q2 K(l)(E; q, p) Dt(E− q
2
2M
, q) t(l)q (E; k, q) . (2.5)
The regulator Λ is used in the following to study the UV limit of Eq. (2.5). In cutoff
regularisation, Λ is equal to or larger than the scale at which EFT(π/) breaks down.
For S = 1
2
, the amplitude t
(l)
d,XY stands for the NdX → NdY -process, where X, Y = s or
t. For example, t
(l)
d,ts stands for Ndt → Nds. Following e.g. Ref. [15, App. A], the full-offshell
amplitude is the 2× 2 matrix which solves(
t
(l)
d,tt t
(l)
d,st
t
(l)
d,ts t
(l)
d,ss
)
(E; k, p) = 2π
[
K(l)(E; k, p)
(
1 −3
−3 1
)
+ δl0
2H0(Λ)
Λ2
(
1 −1
−1 1
)]
− 1
π
Λ∫
0
dq q2
[
K(l)(E; q, p)
(
1 −3
−3 1
)
+ δl0
2H0(Λ)
Λ2
(
1 −1
−1 1
)]
(2.6)
×
(
Dt 0
0 Ds
)
(E − q
2
2M
, q)
(
t
(l)
d,tt t
(l)
d,st
t
(l)
d,ts t
(l)
d,ss
)
(E; k, q) ,
and the half-offshell amplitude with an incoming nucleon and deuteron is obtained by mul-
tiplying with the column vector
(
1
0
)
from the right and setting E = 3
~k2
4M
− γ2t
M
.
According to a simplistic dimensional estimate, the three-nucleon interaction H0 is of
higher order and should thus not be included in Eq. (2.6). However, a detailed analysis
of nd scattering in the 2S 1
2
-wave [21] shows significant dependence on Λ in the solution
of the three-body equation without H0. This cutoff-dependence is removed by promoting
the 3NI to leading order. Its strength H0 is determined from one three-nucleon datum
like the triton binding energy. The Phillips line [11] and Efimov effect [12] emerge as the
physically observable remnants of the UV limit-cycle which describes its renormalisation-
group running, see e.g. [5, 6] for reviews.
In order to investigate whether a similar promotion of higher-order terms occurs for PV
3NIs in EFT(π/), we must consider the UV-limit of the half-offshell momenta of (2.5/2.6).
For p, q ≫√ME, k, γs/t, the auxiliary-field propagators are independent of external scales,
lim
q≫
√
ME, γs/t
Ds/t(E − ~q
2
2M
,~q) = − 2√
3
1
q
, (2.7)
as is the kernel K. It has been demonstrated before [13, 14, 22] that the solutions to the
resulting integral equations in the UV limit are linear combinations of
t
(l)
λ (q) := lim
q≫
√
ME, k, γs/t
t
(l)
λ (E; k, q) ∝ kl q−sl(λ)−1 , (2.8)
4
partial wave l sl(λ = 1) sl(λ = −12)
0 ±1.00624 . . . i 2.16622. . .
1 2.86380. . . 1.77272. . .
l ≥ 2 ≈ l + 1 ≈ l + 1
Table 1: Asymptotic coefficients sl(λ).
with the asymptotic exponents sl(λ) of the amplitudes at large half-offshell momenta p, q ≫√
ME, k, γs/t given for the lowest angular momenta in Table 1. For the spin-quartet chan-
nels, the spin-isospin parameter is λ = −1
2
. For the spin-doublet channels, the situation
is slightly more complicated. In the UV limit, the two auxiliary-field propagators (2.2)
are identical and NN scattering becomes automatically Wigner-SU(4)-symmetric, i.e. sym-
metric under arbitrary combined rotations of spin and iso-spin [21, 23, 24]. The integral
equations can then be decoupled by the transformation
 t(l)λ=1 t(l)λ=− 12→λ′=1
t
(l)
λ=1→λ′=− 1
2
t
(l)
λ=− 1
2

 = 1
2
(
1 −1
1 1
) (
t
(l)
d,tt t
(l)
d,st
t
(l)
d,ts t
(l)
d,ss
)(
1 1
−1 1
)
, (2.9)
leading to the Faddeev equation in the “Wigner-basis”,
 t(l)1 t(l)− 12→1
t
(l)
1→− 1
2
t
(l)
− 1
2

 (E; k, p) = 2π
[
K(l)(E; k, p)
(
2 0
0 −1
)
+ δl0
2H0(Λ)
Λ2
(
1 0
0 0
)]
− 2
π
Λ∫
0
dq q2
[
K(l)(E; q, p)
(
2 0
0 −1
)
+ δl0
2H0(Λ)
Λ2
(
1 0
0 0
)]
(2.10)
×
(
Σ ∆
∆ Σ
)
(E − q
2
2M
, q)

 t(l)1 t(l)− 12→1
t
(l)
1→− 1
2
t
(l)
− 1
2

 (E; k, q) ,
in which only the auxiliary-field propagators are not diagonal. While Σ = 1
2
(Dt + Ds)
is the “average” NN S-wave amplitude, ∆ = 1
2
(Dt − Ds) parameterises the degree to
which the 3S1 and
1S0-amplitudes differ [15, 25]. In the UV-limit, ∆ = 0 from (2.7), the
components decouple in the Wigner-basis, and full-offshell amplitudes are diagonal. Off-
diagonal elements are suppressed by (γt− γs)/q in the UV limit and hence by one power of
(γs− γt)/mπ ∼ Q [15,25,26]. The eigenvectors t(l)1 and t(l)− 1
2
are also half-offshell amplitudes
when E = 3
~k2
4M
− γ2t
M
, see e.g. [15].
The amplitude t
(l)
1 is the eigenvector to the spin-isospin parameter λ = 1 and obeys the
same integral equation as three spinless bosons; the amplitude t
(l)
− 1
2
is the eigenvector to
λ = −1
2
and shows the same asymptotics as the spin-quartet amplitudes Eq. (2.5). Since
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the asymptotic coefficient s0(λ = 1) = ±1.0062 . . . i in the 2S 1
2
-wave is imaginary, the two
solutions are super-imposed [5, 6]:
t
(l=0)
1 (q) ∝
cos[1.0062 . . . ln[q] + δ]
q
. (2.11)
The relative phase δ is related to the PC 3NI strength H0(Λ) and thus determined by one
3N datum in the PC sector.
At NLO, exactly two corrections enter, as pictured in Fig. 2. Both are central, so that
partial-waves do not mix. The first interaction is the insertion of one effective-range term
Figure 2: NLO corrections to the LO PC amplitudes: effective-range (cross); PC 3NI HNLO0
(diamond). Crossed contributions not displayed.
c0s/t of the PC Lagrangean (2.1) in an auxiliary-field propagator. It is diagonal in the
partial-wave basis since the two auxiliary fields ds and dt do not mix, cf. Eq. (2.1). In the
Wigner-basis of Eq. (2.9), this translates to
1
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)(
c0t 0
0 c0s
)(
1 1
−1 1
)
=
1
2
(
c0t + c0s c0t − c0s
c0t − c0s c0t + c0s
)
. (2.12)
When c0s/t = ρ0s/tM/2 are determined by the effective ranges ρ0s/t [15,18] with physical val-
ues ρ0s = 2.73 fm and ρ0t = 1.76 fm, one finds that the off-diagonal elements are suppressed
by a factor Q relative to the diagonal ones:
c0t − c0s
c0t + c0s
≈ −0.22 ∼ Q . (2.13)
Off-diagonal elements again only contribute at higher orders in the power-counting:
1
2
(
c0t + c0s 0
0 c0t + c0s
)
+O(Q). (2.14)
Determining c0s/t by different low-energy data leads to results which only differ by higher or-
ders inQ. Off-diagonal elements are particularly strongly suppressed in Z-parameterisation [15,
18], where c0 is determined by the residue of the pole in the NN amplitude as c0s/t =
Mρ0s/t
2(1−γs/tρ0s/t) , so that
c0t−c0s
c0t+c0s
≈ 1
10
∼ Q2. The NN scattering amplitudes in the 1S0 and 3S1
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channels therefore are to a good approximation Wigner-symmetric even when the effective-
range corrections are taken into account.
The second NLO correction comes from including the NLO piece of the momentum-
independent PC 3NI in the 2S 1
2
-wave, HNLO0 (Λ). It must be inserted once and re-adjusted
to renormalise the NLO PC amplitudes [25, 26]. The NLO parity-conserving 3NI HNLO0
of Eq. (2.1) in the Wigner-basis can be read off from Eq. (2.10) as proportional to ( 1 00 0 ).
Corrections are again suppressed by one power of Q and hence are of higher order [15,25,26].
That the LO 3N amplitude and its NLO corrections are diagonal in the Wigner-basis in
the UV limit implies that in the parity-conserving sector, the spin-isospin parameter λ is
approximately a good quantum number in the Wigner-SU(4) limit. This will be fundamental
for showing in Sec. 3.4 that no PV 3NIs exist at NLO.
2.2 Parity-Violating Two-Nucleon Part
In contradistinction to the parity-conserving sector, parity-violating interactions may be
included perturbatively at leading order since they are suppressed by ǫ ∼ 10−6. The parity-
violating two-nucleon Lagrangean at leading order, O(ǫQ), in the dibaryon formalism con-
tains 5 coupling constants describing mixtures between S- and P-waves with the same total
angular momentum and different iso-spin transitions, see Ref. [8, 9, 27] for details:
LLOPV = −
[
g(
3S1−1P1)di†t
(
NTσ2τ2 i
↔
∂ i N
)
+ g
(1S0−3P0)
(∆I=0) d
A†
s
(
NTσ2 ~σ · τ2τA i
↔
∂ N
)
+ g
(1S0−3P0)
(∆I=1) ǫ
3AB dA†s
(
NTσ2 ~σ · τ2τB
↔
∂ N
)
+ g
(1S0−3P0)
(∆I=2) IAB dA†s
(
NTσ2 ~σ · τ2τB i
↔
∂ N
)
+g(
3S1−3P1) ǫijk di†t
(
NTσ2σ
kτ2τ3
↔
∂
jN
)]
+H.c. (2.15)
Here,
↔
∂=
→
∂ −
←
∂ , I = diag(1, 1,−2) is a diagonal matrix in iso-vector space, and we have
omitted couplings to external currents. The resulting leading-order PV two-nucleon scatter-
ing amplitude counts as O(ǫQ0) because NN rescattering is enhanced by factors of ∆ ∼ Q−1
in the auxiliary-field formalism, while all other parameters are of natural size [15]. Any new
interaction for S-P or S-F transitions must contain at least three derivatives and hence enters
at N2LO, O(ǫQ3), which makes them relevant only for calculations with . 3% accuracy.
The three-nucleon amplitudes containing PV two-nucleon interactions are obtained from
(2.15). But since the Effective Field Theory paradigm is that the Lagrangean contains all
interactions allowed by symmetries, the question arises at which order the first PV 3NI
appears. The lowest-order contributions will again connect S and P waves, analogous to the
two-nucleon sector.
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3 Parity-Violating Three-Nucleon Interactions in the
Nucleon-Deuteron System
Simplistically, one may attempt to derive the order of the first PV 3NI by considering the
tree-level diagrams in Fig. 3. The PV 2NI scales as ǫQ since it contains one derivative,
Figure 3: LO tree-level PV diagrams. Square (PV): the parity-violating 2N vertices S ↔ P .
see Lagrangean (2.15). As the nonrelativistic propagator of the exchanged nucleon (2.3)
scales as Q−2, the tree-level diagrams count as O(ǫQ−1). The first nonzero PV 3NI mixes
S- and P-waves and thus contains one derivative, which translates into one power of Q.
The PV 3NI therefore seems to enter at order ǫQ or N2LO i.e. suppressed by 2 powers of
Q against the first tree-level diagram involving PV 2NIs. In other channels, like P-D and
S-F, a PV 3NI includes additional derivatives and hence additional powers of Q, suppressing
their contribution even further. We therefore consider only PV 3NIs in the four channels of
the Nd system which mix S- and P-waves and conserve total angular momentum:
2S 1
2
− 2P 1
2
, 2S 1
2
− 4P 1
2
; 4S 3
2
− 2P 3
2
, 4S 3
2
− 4P 3
2
(3.1)
As discussed above, large scattering lengths in the two-nucleon system lead to non-trivial
renormalisation in the PC sector of both the two- and three-nucleon system, which in turn
results in the promotion of, for example, the 2S 1
2
PC 3NI to lower order than the simplistic
argument predicted. A more careful analysis in the PV sector is therefore warranted in
particular in amplitudes which involve the critical 2S 1
2
-wave in the initial or final state.
3.1 No PV Three-Nucleon Interaction at Leading Order
Consider the divergences generated by PV 2NIs in irreducible 3N diagrams. No loops and
thus no divergences exist at tree level, Fig. 3. One-loop diagrams, Fig. 4, contain the LO
PC 3N half-offshell amplitude t
(l)
λ (E; k, q) once, with q the loop momentum. The LO PV
2N vertex itself contains a momentum-dependent piece proportional to loop and outgoing
momenta. We symbolically denote the PV nucleon exchange as (~p or ~q) ·ǫ ~KPV , where ǫ ~KPV
is a stand-in for PV and PC couplings and spin-isospin-cluster structure, but does not
contain the vectors ~q or ~p ∼ ~k, or their magnitudes. Since it contributes one unit of angular
momentum and violates parity, the transition amplitude relates states with orbital angular
8
Figure 4: LO one-loop PV diagrams. Crossed contributions not displayed.
momenta l and l±1. Performing the energy integration by picking up the spectator nucleon
pole at q0 =
q2
2M
, the transition amplitude is made up of terms with the symbolic form
Λ∫
dq q2
∫
dcos θ
(~p or ~q) · ǫ ~KPV
p2 + q2 −ME + ~p · ~q Pl(cos θ)
1
γs/t −
√
3q2
4
−ME
t
(l)
λ (E; k, q) (3.2)
for each component in cluster-space. As in (2.3),
∫
dcos θ projects the exchange-term to
match the orbital angular momentum of the incoming PC amplitude t
(l)
λ .
The UV limit q ≫ √ME, p, k, γs/t of the amplitude is now constructed from that of its
constituents: Either of the auxiliary-field propagators in the 3S1 and
1S0 state approaches
1/q, see (2.7); the asymptotics of t
(l)
λ is given by the spin-isospin-dependent exponent sl(λ)
of (2.8) with Table 1; and only the intermediate-nucleon propagator and the PV vertex
depend on θ, with the propagator expanded in powers of p
q
. The asymptotics is therefore
Λ∫
dq
q2+sl(λ)
∫
dcos θ Pl(cos θ) (~p or ~q) · ǫ ~KPV
[
1−
~p · ~q − 2√
3
qγs/t
q2
+O(q−2)
]
, (3.3)
where O(q−2) denotes further corrections to the auxiliary-field and intermediate-nucleon
propagators suppressed by two powers of p, k, γs/t over q.
Combining the first term in brackets with the most divergent piece ~q · ~KPV of the in-
teraction, the most UV-dependent contribution for a given orbital angular momentum l
of the PC amplitude thus seems to scale as q−sl(λ), i.e. its superficial degree of divergence
seems to be ∆(l;λ) = −Re[sl(λ)]. Inspecting Table 1, one finds the diagram converges for
nearly all partial waves, except when the PC amplitude is the λ = 1 part of the 2S 1
2
-wave
(λ = 1 and l = 0). Since s0(λ = 1) = 1.006 . . . i is imaginary, the PV amplitude ap-
pears logarithmically divergent, with a phase determined by a PC three-nucleon datum, see
Eq. (2.11). However, this amplitude is actually identically zero upon angular integration:∫
dcos θ P0(cos θ)~q = 0. The next term in the bracket, ~p · ~q/q2, is nonzero after angular
integration,
∫
dcos θ P0(cos θ)~q(~p · ~q)/q2 ∝ ~p, but suppressed by one more inverse power of
q. This part converges thus with degree ∆ = −1− Re[s0(λ)] < 0. For the other part of the
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interaction, ~p · ~KPV , the angular integration from the “1”-term of the bracket is nonzero.
The degree of divergence is again given by ∆ = −1 − Re[s0(λ)] < 0, and the PV S-to-P
wave amplitude therefore scales as:
lim
q→∞
A(S→P)LO,1-loop ∼ (~p · ~KPV ) q−1−s0(λ) → 0 , ∆(S→P)LO,1-loop(λ) = −1− Re[s0(λ)] (3.4)
Further terms in the expansion are suppressed by more negative powers of q. From Table 1,
one reads off s0(λ = 1) = 1.006 . . . i, s0(λ = −12) = 2.166 . . . and concludes that no diver-
gences occur when LO PV 2NIs are convoluted with LO PC one-loop S-wave amplitudes,
since the partial-wave-dependent degrees of divergence are:
∆
(S→P)
LO,1-loop(λ = 1) = −1 , ∆(S→P)LO,1-loop(λ = −
1
2
) = −3.16 . . . (3.5)
When convoluting with a PC P-wave amplitude, the angular integral involving the “1”-term
is
∫
dcos θ P1(cos θ)~q 6= 0. The amplitude thus scales as:
lim
q→∞
A(P→S)LO,1-loop ∼ (~p · ~KPV ) q−s1(λ) → 0 , ∆(P→S)LO,1-loop(λ) = −Re[s1(λ)] (3.6)
and, using Table 1, the superficial degrees of divergence are hence:
∆
(P→S)
LO,1-loop(λ = 1) = −2.86 . . . , ∆(P→S)LO,1-loop(λ = −
1
2
) = −1.77 . . . (3.7)
i.e. no divergence occurs. By time-reversal symmetry, LO one-loop contributions with the
PC rescattering amplitude on the outgoing leg share the same divergence structure.
Consider now two-loop amplitudes, Fig. 5. The same argument applies separately for
each integration when the loop momenta are q ≫ p or p ≫ q. The overlapping divergence
Figure 5: LO two-loop PV diagram. Crossed contributions not displayed.
for p ∼ q ≫√ME, k, γs/t leads to overall scaling
lim
q→∞
A(S↔P)LO,2-loop ∼ (~k · ~KPV ) q1−s0(λS)−s1(λP) → 0 , ∆(S↔P)LO,2-loop(λS, λP) = 1−Re[s0(λS)+s1(λP)]
(3.8)
where λS (λP) is the spin-isospin index of the S-wave (P-wave) PC 3N half-offshell amplitude.
The superficial degrees of divergence are independent of the order of S- and P-waves:
∆
(S↔P)
LO,2-loop(λS = λP = 1) = −1.86 . . . , ∆(S↔P)LO,2-loop(λS = 1, λP = −
1
2
) = −0.77 . . .(3.9)
∆
(S↔P)
LO,2-loop(λS = −
1
2
, λP = 1) = −3.03 . . . ; ∆(S↔P)LO,2-loop(λS = λP = −
1
2
) = −2.94 . . .(3.10)
Since all amplitudes converge at LO, no PV 3NIs are needed for renormalisability.
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3.2 Structure of PV Three-Nucleon Interactions
At LO, we demonstrated that no PV 3NI enters by explicitly showing that no divergence
occurs in LO diagrams with PV 2NIs. The additional suppression by Q at NLO may come
from one more power of loop momentum q, and hence may add one unit to the degrees of
divergence in Eqs. (3.5/3.7/3.9). However, the number and complexity of possibly divergent
diagrams is significantly larger and arguments based on the superficial degree of divergence
become more elaborate, especially for overlapping divergences. In addition, recall that
the superficial degree of divergence of any diagram provides only an upper bound. The
actual degree of divergence can be lower when spin-isospin symmetry and the details of the
interactions are taken into account. As this will be the case, we choose a different method.
In order to demonstrate that there are no PV 3NIs at NLO in the Nd system, we proceed
in three steps: First, construct the spin-isospin-cluster structure of all PV 3NIs with only
one derivative for S-P wave transitions; second, identify the corresponding structures in all
NLO diagrams with PV 2NIs; and third, demonstrate that none of these matches the spin-
isospin-cluster structure of the PV 3NIs, so that a promotion of PV 3NIs from the simplistic
estimate N2LO to NLO is not required as it cannot renormalise any potential divergence.
With the iso-doublet nucleon-deuteron system as both in and out state, a PV 3NI has
∆I ∈ {0; 1}. A PV interaction with ∆I = 2 requires an I = 3/2 state. Since the strong in-
teractions considered here do not change isospin, returning to the I = 1/2 nucleon-deuteron
system would not be possible without a second, highly suppressed insertion of another PV
interaction. We therefore neglect the ∆I = 2 PV 3NI. If an un-physical I = 3/2 state is
found in both the initial and final state, a ∆I = 3 PV 3NI would have to be considered
as well. Since the transition amplitude relates S- and P-waves, the PV 3NI is expected to
contain an odd number of derivatives. In addition, from Eqs. (3.4/3.6/3.8), the potentially
divergent amplitudes are proportional to one power of a low-energy momentum p ∼ k.
Therefore, a PV 3NI must contain exactly one derivative. Further building blocks are the
nucleon fields N , the spin and iso-spin Pauli matrices and the Levi-Civita´ symbols ǫijk and
ǫABC . Indices must be saturated completely, and only spin and vector indices can relate.
Unitarity, time-reversal symmetry and total angular momentum conservation must be taken
into account, too.
Using Mathematica for algebra¨ıc manipulations, we find that there is only one unique
iso-scalar structure, with different variants related by Fierz transformations:(
N †N
) (
N †N
) (
N †σi i∂iN
)
=
(
N †σiN
) (
N †N
) (
N † i∂iN
)
(3.11)
=
1
3
(
N †τAN
) (
N †τAN
) (
N †σi i∂iN
)
= −1
3
(
N †σjτAN
) (
N †σjτAN
) (
N †σi i∂iN
)
= −1
5
(
N †σjN
) (
N †σjN
) (
N †σi i∂iN
)
= etc.
In order to construct this interaction in the cluster-decomposition basis, Eq. (2.4), note that
the components of the 2S 1
2
state couple the auxiliary fields with a nucleon via two forms
related by Fierz identities:
σid
i
tN
b = − (τA)b c dAsN c , (3.12)
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where the iso-spinor indices are made explicit. The corresponding 2P 1
2
-wave components
contain a spatial derivative whose index is saturated with another Pauli matrix:
dit(~σ·
↔
∂ )σiN
b = −dAs (~σ·
↔
∂ ) (τA)
b
cN
c (3.13)
For the 2S 1
2
-2P 1
2
∆I = 0 3NI, spinor indices are contracted to form an iso-scalar:
[
N †dj†t σj
]
a
δab
[
dkt
(
σi i
↔
∂ i
)
σkN
]b
+H.c. (3.14)
= −
[
N †dA†s τA
]
a
δab
[
dkt
(
σi i
↔
∂ i
)
σkN
]b
+H.c.
=
[
N †dA†s τA
]
a
δab
[
dBs
(
σi i
↔
∂ i
)
τB N
]b
+H.c.
= −9
2
(
N †N
) (
N †N
) (
N †σi i∂iN
)
The last line is the result of yet another Fierz transformation and establishes the iden-
tity between the only possible ∆I = 0 PV 3NI with only one derivative and the cluster-
decomposed form of the PV 3NI in the 2S 1
2
-2P 1
2
channel. That a PV 3NI with only one
derivative can be re-written in this form is not surprising. With no derivative acting on
two combinations containing N and N † in (3.11), these two can be re-arranged in a relat-
ive S-wave and hence represented by the S-wave auxiliary fields. The derivative puts the
remaining nucleon in a P-wave relative to the other two particles.
The 2S 1
2
-2P 1
2
∆I = 1 PV 3NI is obtained by inserting τ3 as the ∆I = 1 operator:
[
N †dj†t σj
]
a
(τ3)
a
b
[
dit(~σ · i
↔
∂ )σiN
]b
+H.c.
= −
[
N †dA†s τA
]
a
(τ3)
a
b
[
dit(~σ · i
↔
∂ )σiN
]b
+H.c.
=
[
N †dA†s τA
]
a
(τ3)
a
b
[
dBs (~σ · i
↔
∂ )τBN
]b
+H.c.
=
9
2
(
N †N
) (
N †N
) (
N †τ3σ
i i∂iN
)
= etc. (3.15)
As in the iso-singlet case, one can show with the help of algebra¨ıc manipulation software that
every PV 3NI with the above-mentioned building blocks, supplemented by τ3, is proportional
to this structure. Note that there is no parity-violating 2S 1
2
-4P 1
2
three-nucleon contact term.
The Nd system can of course be in a 4P 1
2
channel.
The Lagrangean describing these interactions is therefore
L3NIPV =
y2M
3Λ3
[
H
(∆I=0)
PV (Λ)
[
N †dj†t σj −N †dA†s τA
][
dit(~σ · i
↔
∂ )σiN − dBs (~σ · i
↔
∂ )τBN
]
(3.16)
+H
(∆I=1)
PV (Λ)
[
N †dj†t σj −N †dA†s τA
]
τ 3
[
dit(~σ · i
↔
∂ )σiN − dBs (~σ · i
↔
∂ )τBN
]]
+H.c. .
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Figure 6: PV 3NI graphs which may absorb infinities. Crossed contributions not displayed.
The pre-factor was chosen in analogy to that of the PC 3NI in Eq. (2.1) such that the
PV 3NIs H
(∆I=0,1)
PV (Λ) have mass-dimension zero. If PV 3NIs are needed at NLO to cure
divergences, HPV may diverge for large Λ and enter through the diagrams in Fig. 6.
Consider now the spin-isospin-cluster structure of the PV 3NIs. The projector in cluster-
configuration space onto the doublet-S wave was already constructed in Ref. [13, 14] and is
supplemented here by that onto the 2P 1
2
channel. Both can also be read off from (3.12/3.13):
P[2S 1
2
]iA =
1√
3
(
σi 0
0 τA
)
, P[2P 1
2
]iA = (~σ · ~e) 1√
3
(
σi 0
0 τA
)
, (3.17)
where ~e is the unit vector in the direction of the momentum of the auxiliary field ds/t in the
centre-of-mass system. The vector index i and iso-vector index A are contracted with the
respective indices of the auxiliary fields. Since this leaves only free spinor and iso-spinor
indices, the resulting state
P[2l 1
2
]iA
(
dit
dAs
)
N (3.18)
carries total spin 1
2
, and zero or one unit of orbital angular momentum l. The projectors
are ortho-normalised as
1
4π
∫
dΩe P[2l 1
2
]iA P†[2l′1
2
]iA = δll′ , (3.19)
where the integration is over the direction of ~e. A complete list of all S- and P-wave
projectors of the three-nucleon system is given in an upcoming publication [28].
Projecting the PV 3NIs Eq. (3.16) onto an incoming 2S 1
2
- and outgoing 2P 1
2
-wave (or
vice versa), one finds
iM
[
2S 1
2
→ 2P 1
2
, p, q
]
3NI
= A3NI
(
H
(∆I=0)
PV + τ
3H
(∆I=1)
PV
)( 1 −1
−1 1
)
, (3.20)
where the overall factor A3NI is a function of E, k, p, q, γs/t and a scalar in spin-isospin-cluster
space. Its exact form is not needed in the following. As pointed out in Sect. 2.1, a more
convenient cluster-space basis in the UV limit is that in which the PC 3N amplitudes are
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diagonal with spin-isospin parameters λ = 1 or λ = −1
2
. The basis-change (2.9)
iM
[
2S 1
2
→ 2P 1
2
, p, q
]Wigner
3NI
=
1
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
iM
[
2S 1
2
→ 2P 1
2
, p, q
]
3NI
(
1 1
−1 1
)
= A3NI
(
H
(∆I=0)
PV + τ
3H
(∆I=1)
PV
)(2 0
0 0
)
(3.21)
shows that both PV 3NIs connect only the 2S 1
2
(λ = 1)-2P 1
2
(λ = 1) components, just as the
PC 3NI. As shown in Sec. 2.1, the LO parity-conserving amplitudes are diagonal in Wigner
space. Therefore, all diagrams of Fig. 6 have the same structure, i.e. they all connect only
the 2S 1
2
(λ = 1)-2P 1
2
(λ = 1) components.
We re-emphasise the most important aspect of this construction: There are two and only
two independent structures with ∆I ∈ {0; 1} available in the nucleon-deuteron system which
contain exactly one derivative, and both are nonzero only in the 2S 1
2
(λ = 1)-2P 1
2
(λ = 1)
channel, i.e. only the upper-left entry in the cluster matrix in the Wigner-basis is non-
zero, see Eq. (3.21). This implies that any superficial divergence which does not share these
quantum numbers cannot be cured by this PV 3NI. In particular, no divergences can appear
at this order in the 2S 1
2
-4P 1
2
amplitudes or any other channel.
3.3 Contributions with PV 2NIs at Next-To-Leading Order
In the second step, we write down all NLO diagrams with PV 2NIs. PV 2NIs appear only
at odd powers of Q. Thus, higher-order PV corrections only start contributing at order
ǫQ, i.e. N2LO, where simplistic arguments suggest that PV 3NIs enter as well. The NLO
contributions to PV nucleon-deuteron scattering therefore stem from the PC corrections
presented in Sec. 2.1. The first set, namely effective-range corrections to Figs. 4 and 5, are
shown in Fig. 7. The only other PC NLO correction, HNLO0 , leads to the diagrams of Fig. 8.
Figure 7: NLO PV diagrams, derived from Figs. 4 and 5 by adding one insertion of the
effective-range correction to the deuteron propagator. Crossed contributions not displayed.
Since this 3NI appears only in the 2S 1
2
-wave, the LO amplitude t
(l=0)
λ can be attached only
on the side of HNLO0 . Finally, a LO amplitude t
(l)
λ can be inserted between the PC and
PV interactions, see Fig. 9. These nucleon-deuteron rescattering contributions are found by
convoluting NLO parity-conserving amplitudes with the LO PV kernels of Fig. 3.
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Figure 8: NLO PV diagrams with one insertion of the NLO PC 3NI correction. Crossed
contributions and those with the PV interaction instead on the bottom right not displayed.
Figure 9: NLO PV diagrams with nucleon-dibaryon rescattering. Crossed contributions and
those with the PV interaction instead on the bottom right not displayed.
3.4 No PV Three-Nucleon Interaction at Next-To-Leading Order
Finally, we test whether the spin-isospin-cluster structure of these diagrams matches that
of the PV 3NIs, Eq. 3.21. All contain the same PV tree-level diagrams of Fig. 3. Using the
PC and PV Lagrangeans (2.1/2.15) and the partial-wave projectors (3.17) onto an incoming
2S 1
2
- and outgoing 2P 1
2
-wave, the corresponding structure is:
iM
[
2S 1
2
→ 2P 1
2
, p, q
]
2NI
= A
(a)
2NI
(
S1 −T
S1 −T
)
+ A
(b)
2NI
(
S1 S1
−T −T
)
. (3.22)
Here, S1 = 3g(3S1−1P1) + 2τ3 g(3S1−3P1) and T = 3g(
1S0−3P0)
(∆I=0) + 2τ3 g
(1S0−3P0)
(∆I=1) are combinations of
the PV 2NI strengths. The overall factors A
(a)
2NI and A
(b)
2NI are different for the PV 2NI being
at the top or bottom vertex of Fig. 3. Like the factor A3NI of Eq. (3.21), their dependence
on E, k, p, q, γs/t is irrelevant for the present argument, except for the fact that they may
contain potential divergences. Their exact forms will be provided in the above-mentioned
upcoming article [28]. Under the transformation to the Wigner-basis (2.9):
iM
[
2S 1
2
→ 2P 1
2
, p, q
]Wigner
2NI
= A
(a)
2NI
(
0 0
S1 + T S1 − T
)
+ A
(b)
2NI
(
0 S1 + T
0 S1 − T
)
. (3.23)
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In other words, the structure of the “tree-level” diagrams does not contain the only com-
ponent of the PV 3NIs, i.e. the 2S 1
2
(λ = 1)-2P 1
2
(λ = 1) component (upper-left entry in the
cluster matrix).
As seen in the NLO diagrams of Figs. 7 to 9, the PV 2NI kernel of (3.22) are convoluted
with LO PC amplitudes and/or NLO corrections in the strong sector. The cluster-space
structure of such graphs is obtained by multiplying the 2 × 2 matrix (3.23) from the left
and right with that of:
(1) the LO half- and full-offshell amplitude of Eqs. (2.6/2.10);
(2) the effective-range insertions c0s/t of Eqs. (2.1/2.12);
(3) the NLO parity-conserving 3NI HNLO0 of Eq. (2.1).
However, we demonstrated in Sec. 2.1 that all these terms are diagonal in the Wigner-
basis since Wigner-symmetry is approximatively realised in the strong sector. Off-diagonal
elements are suppressed by at least one additional power of Q and hence enter at most
at N2LO. Any combination therefore results in a matrix which, at NLO, has a zero in the
upper left corner, (λ = 1)↔ (λ′ = 1): (
0 a
b c
)
, (3.24)
with the specific form of the entries a, b, c irrelevant for our argument. In addition, off-
diagonal elements of the PC LO amplitude are suppressed by 1/q, making loop integrals
more convergent.
As shown in the preceding Section, though, the expressions for the NLO diagrams with
the PV 3NI of Eq. (3.21) (Fig. 6) contain at this order a non-vanishing entry only in the
upper left corner at this order. Any possible divergence at NLO therefore does not match
the cluster-structure of the PV 3NIs. With the exception of an anomalously large coefficient,
no reason exists to promote the PV 3NI to either LO or NLO, and it enters not earlier than
at N2LO, in agreement with the simplistic counting.
Consequently, the NLO PV diagrams can at most contain divergences which are already
renormalised in the parity-conserving sector as in Fig. 2. This is indeed verified by explicit
numerical computations in an upcoming publication [28].
In summary, we have demonstrated that no PV 3NIs enter in the Nd system at NLO.
4 Conclusions
We have shown that no parity-violating three-nucleon interaction enters in the nucleon-
deuteron system at leading and next-to-leading order in “pionless” Effective Field Theory.
The mass dimensions of PV 3NIs suggest that they enter at order ǫQ (N2LO). However, a
PV 3NI can a priori be included at lower orders if it is needed as counter-term to absorb
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divergences in amplitudes containing PV 2NIs. At LO, O(ǫQ−1), the superficial degree of di-
vergence of each contribution to the Nd scattering amplitudes is negative, i.e. all amplitudes
converge. At NLO, O(ǫQ0), we analysed the structure of the interactions in the so-called
Wigner-basis to show that the quantum numbers of any divergence that might potentially
arise do not match those of the only two PV 3NIs with linear momentum dependence. We
used that Wigner symmetry is approximatively realised in the UV limit of the strong sec-
tor even when effective ranges are included. Thus, only the five couplings of the LO PV
two-nucleon Lagrangean contribute up to and including NLO on the parity-violating side.
Since PV 3NIs are absent at NLO, the uncertainties of a PV calculation with EFT(π/)
in this system are . 10% and therefore competitive with those of the most ambitious
experiments. Extending the analysis to N2LO is thus not only unnecessary at present; it
would also lead to more free parameters since additional PV 2NIs enter, and PV 3NIs are
expected to contribute as well.
One might question whether a detailed analysis was indeed necessary to arrive at a res-
ult which is also suggested by a simplistic derivative-counting. It must however be stressed
that the presence of a 3NI already at LO in the parity-conserving sector can enhance parity-
violating 3NI contributions. Given the experimental difficulties of extracting the coupling
constants of the LO PV 2NI Lagrangean, PV 3NIs at LO or NLO would have significantly
compromised the programme to analyse the strengths of parity-violating two-nucleon inter-
actions. Since reliable, model-independent error-assessments are necessary to interpret the
data, investigating the renormalisability of EFT(π/) at NLO with parity-violating interac-
tions is therefore crucial.
The investigation here was limited to nucleon-deuteron observables, i.e. to the iso-doublet
three-nucleon system. The extension to 3N iso-quartet channels is left to the future. They
are experimentally realised only as a sub-system in processes involving more than 3 nucleons.
in that context, PV 3NIs with ∆I = 2, 3 must also be considered. Including electro-magnetic
currents will also be addressed.
Finally, the arguments in this publication are general and prove the assumption by exclu-
sion. It was the particularly transparent divergence structure of the PV and PC amplitudes
in EFT(π/) which allowed for rigorous, analytic arguments without resort to a detailed nu-
merical study of cut-off dependences in observables. As a first application of EFT(π/) in the
three-nucleon sector, we have performed a calculation of the neutron spin-rotation in deu-
terium whose results will be available soon [28]. Schiavilla et al. [10] explored this process
in the “hybrid” formalism, in which EFT(π/) PV interactions are combined with phenomen-
ological wave functions. In this context, we will also provide numerical confirmation of the
results presented here and the construction of partial-wave projectors in the Nd system.
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